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Islamic Science And The Making Of The European
Renaissance Transformations Studies In The History
Of Science And Technology
A masterful commentary on the history of science from the Greeks
to modern times, by Nobel Prize-winning physicist Steven
Weinberg—a thought-provoking and important book by one of the
most distinguished scientists and intellectuals of our time. In
this rich, irreverent, and compelling history, Nobel Prizewinning physicist Steven Weinberg takes us across centuries from
ancient Miletus to medieval Baghdad and Oxford, from Plato’s
Academy and the Museum of Alexandria to the cathedral school of
Chartres and the Royal Society of London. He shows that the
scientists of ancient and medieval times not only did not
understand what we understand about the world—they did not
understand what there is to understand, or how to understand it.
Yet over the centuries, through the struggle to solve such
mysteries as the curious backward movement of the planets and
the rise and fall of the tides, the modern discipline of science
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eventually emerged. Along the way, Weinberg examines historic
clashes and collaborations between science and the competing
spheres of religion, technology, poetry, mathematics, and
philosophy. An illuminating exploration of the way we consider
and analyze the world around us, To Explain the World is a
sweeping, ambitious account of how difficult it was to discover
the goals and methods of modern science, and the impact of this
discovery on human knowledge and development.
In the spirit of Edward Said's Orientalism, this book
graphically shows how political cartoons-the print medium with
the most immediate impact-dramatically reveal Americans
demonizing and demeaning Muslims and Islam. It also reveals a
fundamental misunderstanding of the Muslim world in general and
issues a wake-up call to the American people.
A historical analysis of economic thought in Islamic tradition
which interrogates contemporary Islamic economics as a hybrid
system.
What do the occult sciences, séances with the souls of the dead,
and appeals to saintly powers have to do with rationality? Since
the late nineteenth century, modernizing intellectuals,
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religious leaders, and statesmen in Iran have attempted to
curtail many such practices as "superstitious," instead
encouraging the development of rational religious sensibilities
and dispositions. However, far from diminishing the diverse
methods through which Iranians engage with the immaterial realm,
these rationalizing processes have multiplied the possibilities
for metaphysical experimentation. The Iranian Metaphysicals
examines these experiments and their transformations over the
past century. Drawing on years of ethnographic and archival
research, Alireza Doostdar shows that metaphysical
experimentation lies at the center of some of the most
influential intellectual and religious movements in modern Iran.
These forms of exploration have not only produced a plurality of
rational orientations toward metaphysical phenomena but have
also fundamentally shaped what is understood as orthodox Shi‘i
Islam, including the forms of Islamic rationality at the heart
of projects for building and sustaining an Islamic Republic.
Delving into frequently neglected aspects of Iranian
spirituality, politics, and intellectual inquiry, The Iranian
Metaphysicals challenges widely held assumptions about Islam,
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rationality, and the relationship between science and religion.
The Book of Ingenious Devices / Kitáb al-?iyal
Art of the Islamic World
The Culture of Astrobiology in the Muslim World
Studies in the Making of Islamic Science: Knowledge in Motion
Tower of Babel
Science, Religion and Art in Islam
Local Elites, Colonial Authority, and the Making of the Muslim
State

A look at the developing conflicts in Christian-Muslim relations during late antiquity and the
early Islamic era How did the medieval Middle East transform from a majority-Christian
world to a majority-Muslim world, and what role did violence play in this process? Christian
Martyrs under Islam explains how Christians across the early Islamic caliphate slowly
converted to the faith of the Arab conquerors and how small groups of individuals rejected
this faith through dramatic acts of resistance, including apostasy and blasphemy. Using
previously untapped sources in a range of Middle Eastern languages, Christian Sahner
introduces an unknown group of martyrs who were executed at the hands of Muslim
officials between the seventh and ninth centuries CE. Found in places as diverse as Syria,
Spain, Egypt, and Armenia, they include an alleged descendant of Muhammad who
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converted to Christianity, high-ranking Christian secretaries of the Muslim state who
viciously insulted the Prophet, and the children of mixed marriages between Muslims and
Christians. Sahner argues that Christians never experienced systematic persecution under the
early caliphs, and indeed, they remained the largest portion of the population in the greater
Middle East for centuries after the Arab conquest. Still, episodes of ferocious violence
contributed to the spread of Islam within Christian societies, and memories of this bloodshed
played a key role in shaping Christian identity in the new Islamic empire. Christian Martyrs
under Islam examines how violence against Christians ended the age of porous religious
boundaries and laid the foundations for more antagonistic Muslim-Christian relations in the
centuries to come.
To what extent can Islam be localized in an increasingly interconnected world? The
contributions to this volume investigate different facets of Muslim lives in the context of
increasingly dense transregional connections, highlighting how the circulation of ideas about
‘Muslimness’ contributed to the shaping of specific ideas about what constitutes Islam and its
role in society and politics. Infrastructural changes have prompted the intensification of
scholarly and trade networks, prompted the circulation of new literary genres or shaped
stereotypical images of Muslims. This, in turn, had consequences in widely differing fields
such as self-representation and governance of Muslims. The contributions in this volume
explore this issue in geographical contexts ranging from South Asia to Europe and the US.
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Coming from the disciplines of history, anthropology, religious studies, literary studies and
political science, the authors collectively demonstrate the need to combine a translocal
perspective with very specific local and historical constellations. The book complicates
conventional academic divisions and invites to think in historically specific translocal
contexts.
Aladdin’s Lamp is the fascinating story of how ancient Greek philosophy and science began
in the sixth century B.C. and, during the next millennium, spread across the Greco-Roman
world, producing the remarkable discoveries and theories of Thales, Pythagoras,
Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, Euclid, Archimedes, Galen, Ptolemy, and many others. John
Freely explains how, as the Dark Ages shrouded Europe, scholars in medieval Baghdad
translated the works of these Greek thinkers into Arabic, spreading their ideas throughout the
Islamic world from Central Asia to Spain, with many Muslim scientists, most notably
Avicenna, Alhazen, and Averroës, adding their own interpretations to the philosophy and
science they had inherited. Freely goes on to show how, beginning in the twelfth century,
these texts by Islamic scholars were then translated from Arabic into Latin, sparking the
emergence of modern science at the dawn of the Renaissance, which climaxed in the
Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century.
From Musa al-Khwarizmi who developed algebra in 9th century Baghdad to al-Jazari, a
13th-century Turkish engineer whose achievements include the crank, the camshaft and the
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reciprocating piston, Science and Islam tells the story of one of history’s most misunderstood
yet rich and fertile periods in science: the extraordinary Islamic scientific revolution between
700 and 1400 CE.
The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization
Biblical Exegesis and Early Modern Science
A Resource for Educators
The Ambitions of Curiosity
The Discovery of Modern Science
The Making of Islamic Economic Thought
Understanding the World in Ancient Greece and China
In The Politics of Islamic Law, Iza Hussin compares India, Malaya,
and Egypt during the British colonial period in order to trace the
making and transformation of the contemporary category of ‘Islamic
law.’ She demonstrates that not only is Islamic law not the shari’ah,
its present institutional forms, substantive content, symbolic
vocabulary, and relationship to state and society—in short, its
politics—are built upon foundations laid during the colonial
encounter. Drawing on extensive archival work in English, Arabic, and
Malay—from court records to colonial and local papers to private
letters and visual material—Hussin offers a view of politics in the
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colonial period as an iterative series of negotiations between local
and colonial powers in multiple locations. She shows how this
resulted in a paradox, centralizing Islamic law at the same time that
it limited its reach to family and ritual matters, and produced a
transformation in the Muslim state, providing the frame within which
Islam is articulated today, setting the agenda for ongoing
legislation and policy, and defining the limits of change. Combining
a genealogy of law with a political analysis of its institutional
dynamics, this book offers an up-close look at the ways in which
global transformations are realized at the local level.
Science was conceived as something absolute by the Positivists; they
thus failed to see that it is basically a human activity and that no
human phenomenon can be absolute. The discussion in this monograph
takes its departure from this point and investigates the
epistemological foundations of science. It argues that one such
foundation is the worldview of the scientist which reflects his
physical-social environment. If this is the case, then it becomes
clear why there can be a certain scientific activity that can be
identified as Islamic. This is the fundamental theoretical ground
upon which Islamic Science: Towards a Definition is based. In order
to demonstrate this point, the author attempts to present a
historical illustration of how scientific activities gradually
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emerged in Islam within the first three centuries, i.e. 610-900 AD.
The argument developed follows three frameworks that are said to be
the foundation of these activities: 1) the Islamic worldview; 2) the
Islamic scientific conceptual scheme; and 3) specific terminology of
each science. These points are all defined and clarified from an
epistemological standpoint.
In "Creation AND/OR Evolution: An Islamic Perspective", T.O. Shanavas
describes an Islamic theory of creation that is not incompatible with
evolution. He accomplishes this by weaving together insights from
modern science, the Quran, and pre-Renaissance Muslim history. He
proposes that evolution is an intelligent design created by a higher
power to manifest His omniscience, supremacy, and grace in a universe
constructed with creatures with limited free will. This book is an
important contribution to the ongoing debate between creationism and
evolution.
This edited volume of chapters resulted from an international
conference held at the University of Adelaide in July 2016 under the
same title to explore the multifaceted concept of ¿ilm in Islam - its
agency and manifestations in the connected realms of science,
religion, and the arts. The aim is to explore the Islamic
civilisational responses to major shifts in the concept of
'knowledge' that took place in the post-mediaeval period, and
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especially within the context of the 'early modern'.
Arab France
The Birth of Indology as an Islamic Science
Islam and Science
Islamic Reform in the Twentieth Century
Philosophy and Science in the Islamic World
Religion and Society in the Context of the Global
The Politics of Islamic Law

This book explores the impact of biblical reading practices
on scientific thought in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
centuries. It addresses the idea that the natural
philosophers of the era forged their new sciences despite,
rather than because of, the pervasive bible-centeredness of
early modern thought.
This book presents 25 selected papers from the
International Conference on “Developing Synergies between
Islam & Science and Technology for Mankind’s Benefit” held
at the International Institute for Advanced Islamic Studies
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, in October 2014. The papers cover a
broad range of issues reflecting the main conference
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themes: Cosmology and the Universe, Philosophy of Science
and the Emergence of Biological Systems, Principles and
Applications of Tawhidic Science, Medical Applications of
Tawhidic Science and Bioethics, and the History and
Teaching of Science from an Islamic Perspective.
Highlighting the relationships between the Islamic
religious worldview and the physical sciences, the book
challenges secularist paradigms on the study of Science and
Technology. Integrating metaphysical perspectives of
Science, topics include Islamic approaches to S&T such as
an Islamic epistemology of the philosophy of science, a new
quantum theory, environmental care, avoiding wasteful
consumption using Islamic teachings, and emotional-blasting
psychological therapy. Eminent contributing scholars
include Osman Bakar, Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Mehdi
Golshani, Mohd. Kamal Hassan, Adi Setia and Malik Badri.
The book is essential reading for a broad group of
academics and practitioners, from Islamic scholars and
social scientists to (physical) scientists and engineers.
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Ever since the dawn of human life on this planet, Man has
always sought to understand Nature, his own place in the
scheme of Creation and the purpose of Life itself. In this
quest for Truth, spanning many centuries and diverse
civilizations, organized religion has shaped human life and
determined to a large extent, the course of history. While
some religions have been based on books, claimed by their
adherents to be divinely inspired, others have relied
solely on human experience. Al-Qur’aan, the main source of
the Islamic faith, is a book believed by Muslims, to be of
completely Divine origin. Muslims also believe that it
contains guidance for all mankind. Since the message of the
Qur’aan is believed to be for all times, it should be
relevant to every age. Does the Qur’aan pass this test? In
this booklet, I intend to give an objective analysis...
Did you know the early Islamic word bred scientists and
scholars who made significant contributions to the field of
science and technology? This book will introduce some of
the most important names of the time. Read this book to
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open your mind into a different definition of Islam. Grow
your knowledge with one topic at a time. Include this book
in your collection.
Islamic Science
Kitáb al-Hiyal. By The Banú (sons of) Músà bin Shákir
The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Scientists, Thinkers, and
Artists
Science of the Cosmos, Science of the Soul
Aladdin's Lamp
The Making of Islamic Science
The Word and the World
Family guide, Dazzling details in folded front cover.
Publisher Description
Creationists have acquired a more sophisticated intellectual arsenal. This book
reveals the insubstantiality of their arguments. Creationism is no longer the
simple notion it once was taken to be. Its new advocates have become more
sophisticated in how they present their views, speaking of "intelligent design"
rather than "creation science" and aiming their arguments against the naturalistic
philosophical method that underlies science, proposing to replace it with a
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"theistic science." The creationism controversy is not just about the status of
Darwinian evolution—it is a clash of religious and philosophical worldviews, for a
common underlying fear among Creationists is that evolution undermines both
the basis of morality as they understand it and the possibility of purpose in life. In
Tower of Babel, philosopher Robert T. Pennock compares the views of the new
creationists with those of the old and reveals the insubstantiality of their
arguments. One of Pennock's major innovations is to turn from biological
evolution to the less charged subject of linguistic evolution, which has strong
theoretical parallels with biological evolution, both in content and in the sort of
evidence scientists use to draw conclusions about origins. Of course, an
evolutionary view of language does conflict with the Bible, which says that God
created the variety of languages at one time as punishment for the Tower of
Babel. Several chapters deal with the work of Phillip Johnson, a highly influential
leader of the new Creationists. Against his and other views, Pennock explains
how science uses naturalism and discusses the relationship between factual and
moral issues in the creationism-evolution controversy. The book also includes a
discussion of Darwin's own shift from creationist to evolutionist and an extended
argument for keeping private religious beliefs separate from public scientific
knowledge.
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This title was first published in 2002. This text seeks to provide the necessary
background for understanding the contemporary relationship between Islam and
modern science. Presenting an authentic discourse on the Islamic understanding
of the physical cosmos, Muzaffar Iqbal explores God's relationship to the created
world and the historical and cultural forces that have shaped and defined Muslim
attitudes towards science. What was Islamic in the Islamic scientific tradition?
How was it rooted in the Qur'anic worldview and whatever happened to it? These
are some of the facets of this account of a tradition that spans eight centuries and
covers a vast geographical region. Written from within, this ground-breaking
exploration of some of the most fundamental questions in the Islam and science
discourse, explores the process of appropriation and transformation of the
Islamic scientific tradition in Europe during the three centuries leading up to the
Scientific revolution.
How Greek Science Came to Europe Through the Islamic World
The Origins of Islamic Science
Islam, Science Fiction and Extraterrestrial Life
Islamic Philosophy, Science, Culture, and Religion
Making Muslims the Enemy
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The Pertinence of Islamic Cosmology in the Modern World
Recent historical research and new perspectives on the
Islamic scientific tradition.
The Islamic scientific tradition has been described many
times in accounts of Islamic civilization and general
histories of science, with most authors tracing its
beginnings to the appropriation of ideas from other ancient
civilizations--the Greeks in particular. In this thoughtprovoking and original book, George Saliba argues that,
contrary to the generally accepted view, the foundations of
Islamic scientific thought were laid well before Greek
sources were formally translated into Arabic in the ninth
century. Drawing on an account by the tenth-century
intellectual historian Ibn al-Nadim [macron over i] that is
ignored by most modern scholars, Saliba suggests that early
translations from mainly Persian and Greek sources outlining
elementary scientific ideas for the use of government
departments were the impetus for the development of the
Islamic scientific tradition. He argues further that there
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was an organic relationship between the Islamic scientific
thought that developed in the later centuries and the
science that came into being in Europe during the
Renaissance.Saliba outlines the conventional accounts of
Islamic science, then discusses their shortcomings and
proposes an alternate narrative. Using astronomy as a
template for tracing the progress of science in Islamic
civilization, Saliba demonstrates the originality of Islamic
scientific thought. He details the innovations (including
new mathematical tools) made by the Islamic astronomers from
the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, and offers evidence
that Copernicus could have known of and drawn on their work.
Rather than viewing the rise and fall of Islamic science
from the often-narrated perspectives of politics and
religion, Saliba focuses on the scientific production itself
and the complex social, economic, and intellectual
conditions that made it possible.
A compelling study of the little known contributions of
Islam's cultural, artistic, and scientific accomplishments
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to Western civilization looks not only at the historic
achievements of the Muslim world and the role of inspired
leaders who encouraged intellectual inquiry, championed
tolerance, and sponsored artistic and literary endeavors,
but also at the ancient envy that fuels today's conflicts.
Reprint.
With academic courses either encouraging commercialism, or
cultivating zealots, Chittick states that it is impossible
to understand classical Islamic texts without the years of
contemplative study that are anathema to the modern
education system. Insisting upon a return to the ways of the
ancient wisdom tradition, which saw the quest for knowledge
of the soul, the world, and God as a unifying spiritual
discipline, Chittick maintains that the study of Islamic
texts cannot be treated separately from self-understanding.
Fascinating, radical, and a true challenge to modern trends
in academic study, this book opens a new debate in Islamic
thought.
Christian Martyrs Under Islam
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Towards a Definition
To Explain the World
New Perspectives
Islamophobia
Science & Islam
Selected Conference Papers
Muslim rights and political belonging after the Congress of Berlin -- Confessional
sovereignty and the formation of a Muslim legal other -- Survival and autonomy:
lessons of the Balkan Wars and the First World War -- Second or third class
citizens: becoming minorities after World War I -- The Shari'a mandate and
Yugoslav nation-building -- "The bonfire of Muslim unity": misfortunes of Yugoslav
democracy and authoritarianism -- Islamic legal revivalism and the crisis of
Europe -- "Back to Islam!" the promise and possibility of Hitler's Europe -- The
eradication of the Shari'a legal order in Tito's Yugoslavia.
Islamic Science and the Making of the European RenaissanceMIT Press
Some Islamic scholars hold that Salafism is an innovative and rationalist effort at
Islamic reform that emerged in the late nineteenth century but gradually
disappeared in the mid twentieth. Others argue Salafism is an anti-innovative and
antirationalist movement of Islamic purism that dates back to the medieval period
yet persists today. Though they contradict each other, both narratives are
considered authoritative, making it hard for outsiders to grasp the history of the
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ideology and its core beliefs. Introducing a third, empirically based genealogy,
The Making of Salafism understands the concept as a recent phenomenon
projected back onto the past, and it sees its purist evolution as a direct result of
decolonization. Henri Lauzière builds his history on the transnational networks of
Taqi al-Din al-Hilali (1894–1987), a Moroccan Salafi who, with his associates,
participated in the development of Salafism as both a term and a movement.
Traveling from Rabat to Mecca, from Calcutta to Berlin, al-Hilali interacted with
high-profile Salafi scholars and activists who eventually abandoned Islamic
modernism in favor of a more purist approach to Islam. Today, Salafis tend to
claim a monopoly on religious truth and freely confront other Muslims on
theological and legal issues. Lauzière's pathbreaking history recognizes the social
forces behind this purist turn, uncovering the popular origins of what has become
a global phenomenon.
In The Birth of Indology as an Islamic Science Mario Kozah examines the
pioneering contribution by Bīrūnī (d. ca. 1048) to the study of comparative
religion in his major work on India.
Explorations in Science, Islam, and the Uncanny
The Oxford History of Islam
The Iranian Metaphysicals
Studies in Honor of Dimitri Gutas
Islam and the Making of Modern Europe, 1798-1831
Volume 4
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A History
This collection of essays covers the classical heritage and Islamic culture, classical Arabic
science and philosophy, and Muslim religious sciences, showing continuation of Greek and
Persian thought as well as original Muslim contributions to the sciences, philosophy,
religion, and culture of Islam.
skilled in geometry, ingenious devices (!lival), music and astronomy. According to Ibn alNad!m and Ibn Khallikän their weakest subject was astronamy, but this seems to conflict
with the opinions of Ibn Yunus and al-BIrun!, hoth good judges, who spoke highly of the
accuracy of the Banu Musa's astronomical observations. Mul)ammad, who was the most
influential of the brothers, specialised in gcomctry and astronomy, and excellcd Al)mad in
all the sciences except in the construction of ingenious devices. AI-l: Iasan was a brilliant
geometrician with aretenlive memoryand great powers of deduction. A rival onee tried to
discredit him in front of al-Ma'mun hy saying that al- l: Iasan had read only six of the
thirteen books of Euclid's Elements. AI-l: Iasan replied by saying that it was unnecessary
for him to read the remainder because he could arrive at the answers to any of Euclid's
problem s by deduction. AI-Ma'mun acknowledged al-l: Iasan 's skill, but did not excuse
him, saying: "laziness has prevented you from 2 reading the whole ofit-it is to geometry as
the Ictters a, b, t, 111 are to speech and writing. " (H. 264). AI-l: Iasan is rarely mentioned
by name elsewhere in the sources and may have preferred to devote his time to
scholarship, whereas his brothers were involved in a variety of undertakings. At the time of
their entry into the House of Wisdom the Banu Musil were paar and needy (H.
The Muslim world is not commonly associated with science fiction. Religion and repression
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have often been blamed for a perceived lack of creativity, imagination and future-oriented
thought. However, even the most authoritarian Muslim-majority countries have produced
highly imaginative accounts on one of the frontiers of knowledge: astrobiology, or the study
of life in the universe. This book argues that the Islamic tradition has been generally
supportive of conceptions of extra-terrestrial life, and in this engaging account, Jörg
Matthias Determann provides a survey of Arabic, Bengali, Malay, Persian, Turkish, and
Urdu texts and films, to show how scientists and artists in and from Muslim-majority
countries have been at the forefront of the exciting search. Determann takes us to littleknown dimensions of Muslim culture and religion, such as wildly popular adaptations of
Star Wars and mysterious movements centred on UFOs. Repression is shown to have
helped science fiction more than hurt it, with censorship encouraging authors to disguise
criticism of contemporary politics by setting plots in future times and on distant planets.
The book will be insightful for anyone looking to explore the science, culture and politics of
the Muslim world and asks what the discovery of extra-terrestrial life would mean for one
of the greatest faiths.
"Ian Coller's fascinating book explores the making of modern France during the Napoleonic
period and under the Restoration 'from the outside inward'. He examines the life of Arab
migrants in France: their role as outsiders, and victims, but also as participants in the
creation of the modern nation and its empire. In the process he also throws much light on
the history of the contemporary Arab Middle East and North Africa."—C.A. Bayly,
University of Cambridge
The Qur'an & Modern Science: Compatible or Incompatible?
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Lost History
Muslims and the Making of Modern Europe
'Ilm
Scientists and Scholars of the Early Islamic World - Islamic Empire History Book 3rd Grade
| Children's History
Creation And/Or Evolution: an Islamic Perspective
Islamic Perspectives on Science and Technology

Lavishly illustrated with over 300 pictures, including more than
200 in full color, The Oxford History of Islam offers the most
wide-ranging and authoritative account available of the second
largest--and fastest growing--religion in the world. John L.
Esposito, Editor-in-Chief of the four-volume Oxford Encyclopedia
of the Modern Islamic World, has gathered together sixteen
leading scholars, both Muslim and non-Muslim, to examine the
origins and historical development of Islam--its faith,
community, institutions, sciences, and arts. Beginning in the
pre-Islamic Arab world, the chapters range from the story of
Muhammad and his Companions, to the development of Islamic
religion and culture and the empires that grew from it, to the
influence that Islam has on today's world. The book covers a
wide array of subjects, casting light on topics such as the
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historical encounter of Islam and Christianity, the role of
Islam in the Mughal and Ottoman empires, the growth of Islam in
Southeast Asia, China, and Africa, the political, economic, and
religious challenges of European imperialism in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, and Islamic communities in the modern
Western world. In addition, the book offers excellent articles
on Islamic religion, art and architecture, and sciences as well
as bibliographies. Events in the contemporary world have led to
an explosion of interest and scholarly work on Islam. Written
for the general reader but also appealing to specialists, The
Oxford History of Islam offers the best of that recent
scholarship, presented in a readable style and complemented by a
rich variety of illustrations.
This book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by
Mustafa Organization throughout the world in different languages
with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of
the world. Mustafa Organization is a registered Organization
that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of
volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes
your involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet
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its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in
general and the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the
latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often
assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims.
Organization's purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of
knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to locations
where such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or
are resented, resisted and fought!
The rise and fall of the Islamic scientific tradition, and the
relationship of Islamic science to European science during the
Renaissance. The Islamic scientific tradition has been described
many times in accounts of Islamic civilization and general
histories of science, with most authors tracing its beginnings
to the appropriation of ideas from other ancient
civilizations—the Greeks in particular. In this thoughtprovoking and original book, George Saliba argues that, contrary
to the generally accepted view, the foundations of Islamic
scientific thought were laid well before Greek sources were
formally translated into Arabic in the ninth century. Drawing on
an account by the tenth-century intellectual historian Ibn alPage 25/29
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Naidm that is ignored by most modern scholars, Saliba suggests
that early translations from mainly Persian and Greek sources
outlining elementary scientific ideas for the use of government
departments were the impetus for the development of the Islamic
scientific tradition. He argues further that there was an
organic relationship between the Islamic scientific thought that
developed in the later centuries and the science that came into
being in Europe during the Renaissance. Saliba outlines the
conventional accounts of Islamic science, then discusses their
shortcomings and proposes an alternate narrative. Using
astronomy as a template for tracing the progress of science in
Islamic civilization, Saliba demonstrates the originality of
Islamic scientific thought. He details the innovations
(including new mathematical tools) made by the Islamic
astronomers from the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, and
offers evidence that Copernicus could have known of and drawn on
their work. Rather than viewing the rise and fall of Islamic
science from the often-narrated perspectives of politics and
religion, Saliba focuses on the scientific production itself and
the complex social, economic, and intellectual conditions that
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made it possible.
"Imagine it is the seventh century. As most of Europe continues
its descent into a long period of intellectually dormancy, a
quiet yet powerful academic revolution is erupting in another
corner of the world. Over the next centuries, the geniuses of
Muslim society will thrust the boundaries of knowledge forward
to such a degree that their innovations still shape
civilizations to this day. The staggering achievements of these
men and women influenced the development of modern mathematics,
science, engineering, and medicine. 1001 Inventions: The
Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization sheds new light on this
golden era that was once lost to so many, and celebrates the
heritage that we all share"--P. [4] of cover.
Islamic Science and the Making of the European Renaissance
The Enterprise of Science in Islam
Religious Violence and the Making of the Muslim World
Claiming and Making Muslim Worlds
The Evidence against the New Creationism
The Making of Salafism
1001 Inventions
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The basis of Muslim philosophy and science is the instruction buried in the
Quran. At an early date this tradition was enlarged and strengthened by the
infiltration into Muslim culture of Greek philosophy and science through
the translation of Greek classics by Muslims. The Indian tradition of
thought also made its contribution to this intellectual leaven. This book
traces the development and interaction of these strands in Muslim thinking.
The author is concerned to show both how philosophy and science are
related to specifically religious thought, and how they have made
distinctive contributions to method and discovery. The impact of
secularisation on the Muslim world puts these traditions under
considerable strain, and it is interesting to define how far this pressure is a
productive and fertile one. The current century has seen a Renaissance of
Muslim science and philosophy; this book sets the new achievements
clearly against their historical background. First published in 1988.
Situated between the Greek, Indian and Persian scientific traditions and
modern science, the Islamic scientific tradition received, enriched,
transformed and then bequeathed scientific knowledge to Europe. The
articles selected for this volume explore the fascinating process of
knowledge in motion between different civilizations.
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